
Are your ads reaching the 

real  

DECISION MAKER? 





The problem with flyers 

is they boil a home down 

to its physical description  

 



Do ads have a gender? 

 

If so, are they  

male or female? 





As an industry,  

why do we use flyers?  

 





Most corporations are still run by 

men who direct most marketing 

 

…and that marketing is aimed 

at a female audience 



90% of all household purchases 

are directed by women 

…and we all know when it comes 

to buying a home, women 

are the primary influence 



Most men make decisions in  

a linear fashion. Men quantify… 

 

What horsepower does the car have? 

What is the speed of the processor? 

 

How much square footage? 

What is size of the lot? 

How long has it been on the market?  



Women make decisions 

based on how it  

will effect others… 



Women prefer  STORIES 

compared to ads that contain 

nothing but 

FACTS 









“Is that an ad that appeals 

to women or men?” 

 





What is the most  

effective way to know  

what to say in an ad… 



Don’t overthink this… 

just  EMBRACE 

what the home actually 

offers, and you attract  

the right target audience 



Here is a powerful example of 

what can happen when you are 

candid with your ads. 

  

Here is the most difficult of 

all listings to sell… 





What advertising strategy 

is at work in this example? 



3 elements of an effective ad 

 

- attention-grabbing headline 

 - good photography  

- interesting story about the house 



Headlines are 

the most 

important 

part of the ad 



The worst possible headline you 

can rely on is the 

 one most often used 

 

…NEVER use the  

property’s address as your 

primary theme 



Don’t use “safe” or “tame” 

headlines…use decisive ones 

so you get the attention of the  

target audience 







Why are photographs  

soooo important? 











Regular 35mm angle 



Same photo…wide angle 



How to write 

STORIES… 

 



Don’t just list features… 

tell what it will be like to 

live in that home.  

Sell lifestyle. 





What story can you tell about: 

  

Living room with hardwoods…  

A kitchen… 

Pool… 

1st floor secondary bedroom… 

 



• Fire Ug. Stop using flyers 

• Remember… 

   — headlines, photos, story 

• Sell lifestyle…put some 

  showmanship into your  

   property descriptions 







Stan Barron 

 

adssb@aol.com 


